JUNE 3, 2015 (Switzerland): ShapeShift.io an instant digital currency exchange service, has partnered with Vaultoro, a platform that allows physical gold to be traded with Bitcoin, through their integration of the ShapeShift API. Vaultoro’s integration of the ShapeShift API allows users to trade gold with various cryptocurrencies such as NXT, Dogecoin, Monero, Dash, Namecoin and several dozen others.

“Cryptocurrency, like gold and silver, is real money because its value comes from the market, not from government diktat,” said Erik Voorhees, ShapeShift CEO and Founder, “With this integration, it’s now easier for people all over the world to trade between these forms of real money, and avoid fiat currencies entirely.”

Vaultoro’s integration of the API is one of many partnerships ShapeShift.io is securing. The company continues to work with partners who desire to expand their customer base by accepting digital currency payment options.

“We were wanting to offer multiple altcoin payment options to customers and ShapeShift.io was the perfect answer. Their API is elegant and was so simple to incorporate into our platform,” said Joshua Scigala, Co-founder of Vaultoro.com, “ShapeShift makes it seamless for someone to send us say, dogecoin or litecoin, and it gets instantly converted to bitcoin and sent to the user’s Vaultoro account.”

Outside of their API offering, ShapeShift offers a intuitive, user-friendly website exchange for direct consumer usage, where they can trade Bitcoin for other leading cryptocurrencies. For business interested in learning more about ShapeShift API integration, please contact emily@shapeshift.io.

About ShapeShift.io

ShapeShift is how digital currency exchange should work. From start to finish users can convert digital currencies in seconds, with no account required. No emails or passwords. No lengthy signup process. No accounts. No bid and ask orders. No friction. ShapeShift’s goal is to be the fastest, safest, and most convenient way to trade digital assets. See more at: https://shapeshift.io/new.html

About Vaultoro:

Vaultoro is the first real-time bitcoin gold trading platform where members from all around the world trade the value of bitcoin with physical gold at a price that they set. The gold that people trade on Vaultoro is secured in the users name as their property in top-tier Swiss bullion vaults, is fully audited by BDO international as well as being 100% insured. Professional investment grade Swiss bullion vaults are no longer just for the rich and famous thanks to the power and speed of cryptocurrencies like bitcoin and Vaultoro. Learn more at: Vaultoro.com.
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